
Week beginning: 14th June 2021        

                                                                                                                                                                                             

Dear Year 2 Parents/Carers,  

 

Next week is art week.  We have lots of lovely activities planned across the week that link to art and DT.  We have 

chosen to focus on Australia, as Australasia is a continent we haven’t focussed on this year so far; it links in with our 

topic ‘around the world in 12 weeks’  and we know the children will enjoy it.  

 

English – We will be learning about instructions; following instructions, sequencing and ordering instructions and 

writing our own, remembering to include their key features.  We will be following instructions to make dream catchers 

and later in the week following a recipe to make cheese and vegemite scrolls.  At home the children could give verbal 

instructions to a member of the family.  Can they give instructions when making breakfast?  When running a bath? 

When getting ready for school? 

 

Maths – We will be looking at maths patterns in nature and creating some outdoor pictures inspired by the artist 

James Brunt.  We will be revisiting symmetry and shape while doing this, as well as using our learning behaviours of 

playing and exploring and being resourceful.   

 

Phonics/grammar – We will be looking at apostrophes for possession as well as contractions, and looking at the 

suffixes  –ful, -less, and –ness.  We will be supporting the children to understand how the suffix changes the meaning 

of the root word. 

 

Art/computing – We will be making Aboriginal dot pictures featuring symbols to represent the land and animals, 

thinking about colour and filling the whole page as we do so.  We will be linking this to pointillism and the children will 

be attempting their own pointillist picture on the computers.  

 

Science/PSHE – We will continue to look at the life cycle of humans and think about how we change as we grow older.  

The children will be sorting a range of activities to match the different life cycle stages.  At home you could talk to 

your child about when they were younger.  What did they look like as a baby?  What can they do now that they 

couldn’t do as a toddler?   

 

Geography - In geography we will be comparing Australia to the UK.  We will be looking at the weather, at landmarks 

and at the seasons (which is a challenging concept) and how they differ between the two areas.   

 

DT - This week we will be focussing on DT throughout the week.  We will need to use design, joining and technical 

skills when making dream catchers, and will be following the steps in a recipe as a group to make vegemite scrolls, 

using a range of tools to do so, and will then evaluate them once cooked and tasted!  

 

Reading – We are delighted to announce that Tiger class won the reading challenge for last half term.  The children 

are so excited about choosing some books for the class library and their cheers could be heard across the school.  

Please do continue to read with your child every night for 10 minutes and ask them questions about the book and what 

they have read.  Books will be changed on a Monday (2 books) and Friday (1 book).   

 

Diary Dates: 

Unfortunately our trip to Wisley has been cancelled.  It will not be taking place.  

Tuesday 15th June – School Class Photographs 

Friday 18th June – Olympic Dance Workshop 

Thursday 24th June – Year 2 Forest School begins 

Friday 25th June – Flat Stan first aid workshop for Year 2  

Friday 2nd July – School Sports Day 

Wednesday 21st July – End of Term.  Early finish (13:00 – 13;20 staggered pick-ups) 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, regarding your child, please see your child’s class teacher. 

 

Thank you for you continued support,  

 

The Year 2 Team  

 


